
Date: 18-20 February 2019 Venue:

Facilitators/speakers:

Number of Delegates: 16 Number of evaluation forms completed: 16

THE SESSION 1 2 3 4 5

Please rate your overall satisfaction with this 3-

day workshop

Would you recommend this workshop to others 

in your organisation?

How relevant was this workshop in helping you 

achieve your work goals?

I have a greater understanding of evaluation of 

interventions using interrupted time series (D1)

I have a greater understanding of evaluation of 

interventions using matched retrospective 

controls (D2)

I have a greater understanding of evaluation of 

interventions using genetic matching (D3)
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Would be good to have coding beforehand to avoid 'missing out' whilst struggling to copy down code.

It would be useful to provide plenty of examples (videos, studies) in advance due to the mix of skills in the group so everyone can follow the course.

Day 2 was better structured as having the script felt like I could listen more to the explanation and add comments to the script.

Comments about the structure and format of the workshop

Generally structure and format well balanced - mixed theory and practical and opportunity to network with other NHS Wales colleagues time wise. 

Delegates were asked to circle at least 3 words that best represented their overall experience of the day

The delegates responses have been collated using Wordle. This word cloud gives greater prominence to words that appear more frequently in the 

evaluation.

Really enjoyed the explanation followed by practical. Helps having the code rather than copying from screen.

Good mix of theory - reasons/necessary stats and how R can help. Overall the workshop perfectly matched the issues and question I am being asked by 

service at the moment and also questions I anticipate being asked very soon.
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EVALUATION FEEDBACK

Paul Seamer - Analytics Manager, The Strategy Unit

Village Hotel, St Davids, Chester, North Wales

These evaluation scores are based on the responses to the questions about the above course, with the average values shown. The bars represent the 

average delegate score when compared to the best score possible.

Scale    (Low =1   High = 5)
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I felt the material could be covered in 2 days (poss 1.5). The balance of theory and practical was good.

Professor Mohammed A Mohammed - Professor of Healthcare, Quality & Effectiveness, 

University of Bradford
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Theory/principles was easily understandable for me and could see how can benefit work place in future. Transposing into R code more challenging due 

to relative experience and need to go through supplies code again to fully understand.

Paul Seamer content was excellent, giving explanation, understanding and providing a workshop using R Studio covering those topics. I particularly 

enjoyed the real life example given with Health Board.

Very interesting food for thought and how I might use it in my job.

Comments about the content of the workshop

Day 1 - enjoyed but felt that I was missing out on explanation as trying to type code and if any errors occurred felt a bit left behind. Day 2 - much better 

set up provided the script so could take on board more of discussion and explanation.

Day 1 and 2 were very well planned. Well presented, explained and the practical workshop was interesting. Paul was excellent. However Day 3 

'Retrospective Matched Control studies' was over-ambitious, rushed and quite confusing in majority of the R script (layout).

Maybe too much talking prior to practical. Would like more graphics to explain / a whiteboard element.

Exact + PSM matching was very good, gen matching was good but maybe would have been helpful to have a little more theory before tackling R.

Day 3 - felt a little confused missing libraries/packages and gave up a little as felt it was too fast paced. Have therefore based the work in Day 1 and 2 in 

particular.

Examples very practical for me. Just had trouble accessing R library and packages from my work PC which is locked down.

Very interesting and thought-provoking but a little advanced for what I will be using R for!

Good. Great balance between theory and practical application.

They were hard topics that will come handy for some projects I have and will do. Perhaps not with the same difficulty but I can pick bits from it.
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